RESIDENTIAL AMENITIES
Choose CYCLONE for true residential features such as these solid-surface countertops with sink covers and pull-out sprayer faucet in the kitchen.

SPACIOUS, LUXURIOUS INTERIORS
CYCLONE toy haulers by Heartland Recreational Vehicles offer three triple slide-out floorplans, each providing the ultimate in interior spaciousness. Choose the optional Amish-crafted all-hardwood cherry cabinetry with rich, solid-surface counter tops for a truly luxurious look and feel. The stunning molded slide fascias combine with elegant furnishings including hard sided window valances, day/night shades and smoked glass inserts in the entertainment center to provide a residential touch rarely found in the toy hauler market.

LUXURIOUS DECORS
Choose from three elegant decors featuring durable fabrics on the furnishings and window coverings.

SAND DUNE
DESERT FURY
auburn hill
**HIGH-END FIFTH WHEEL LUXURY**

While other toy hauler manufacturers have limited many of their interior designs to reflect a purely “racing” lifestyle - CYCLONE has listened to what customers are looking for and are excited to offer the best of both worlds - a coach that may say “Racer” on the outside, but features truly elegant residential form and function on the inside!

**REMOVABLE DINETTE TABLE**

CYCLONE’s flexible U-shaped dinette provides a great place to lounge and watch television, or entertain guests with the nice-sized removable table.

Extra storage is provided by built-in storage drawers in the dinette base.

The HITCH COVER provides not only a great look - but improved aerodynamics.
TRULY CREATIVE FLOORPLANS
The all-new CYCLONE 3950 features an exciting new interior concept, as well as an exciting bath and a half design with a bathroom located in the garage area! The kitchen slide-out with island bar provides loads of cabinet and counter top storage space, a large skylight overhead, a conveniently located entertainment center featuring a 32" flat screen TV with easy viewing angles from throughout the coach, and a side-aisle bath design for improved privacy in the bedroom area. Notice the extra windows above the slides which allow natural light to flood this coach, increasing it's already spacious feel.

MULTI-LEVEL BAR WITH STOOLS
The stunning two level bar area in the CYCLONE 3950 offers an excellent place to serve guests or relax with your morning coffee.

TRUE TOY HAULER SPEC'D COACH
Don't settle for lesser quality constructed toy haulers built with lesser quality materials so that they are not rated to hold your toys! Choose CYCLONE for a true 2,500 lb. rated garage with oversize spring-loaded hinged door (no cables)!

TRULY CREATIVE FLOORPLANS
The all-new CYCLONE 3950 features an exciting new interior concept, as well as an exciting bath and a half design with a bathroom located in the garage area! The kitchen slide-out with island bar provides loads of cabinet and counter top storage space, a large skylight overhead, a conveniently located entertainment center featuring a 32" flat screen TV with easy viewing angles from throughout the coach, and a side-aisle bath design for improved privacy in the bedroom area. Notice the extra windows above the slides which allow natural light to flood this coach, increasing it's already spacious feel.
**STEEL BALL BEARING DRAWER GUIDES**
When it comes to smart designs - the CYCLONE leads the way with convenient and helpful concepts like our full-extension steel ball bearing drawer guides. The extra strong drawer guides allow us to offer larger drawers which extend past the cabinet face for maximum usage.

**BUILT-IN LADDER**
You’ll appreciate the hand-crafted, built-in wooden ladder providing easy access to the loft area - much more elegant than a lesser quality removable ladder.

**HARDWOOD CABINET DOORS & DRAWERS**
Be sure to check when shopping whether other brands have the typical, thin hardwood veneers over chipboard - or real Amish-crafted hardwood doors like CYCLONE. Also, when you choose the Cherry option, you get real hardwood cabinet stiles as well!

**HALF BATH DESIGN**
No longer will you be required to drag mud and dirt through the interior of your coach just to use the restroom! The CYCLONE 3950 has an ultra convenient bathroom located right in the garage area!

**ROOMY LOFT AREA**
The roomy loft area in the 3950 features built-in cabinetry storage as well as TV hook-ups, windows and privacy curtain.
ROOMY SLIDE-OUT BEDROOMS
Each CYCLONE toy hauler fifth wheel features a roomy queen bed slide-out for maximum comfort and spaciousness. As with most luxury fifth wheels, the CYCLONE features two windows in the slide room for maximum ventilation, a full-width wardrobe with built-in storage shelves, individually controlled reading lights.

LARGE, USABLE WARDROBE AND DRESSER SPACE
You’ll love the CYCLONE’s full-width front wardrobe with built-in storage that goes into the front cap area, a large six-drawer dresser with stand-up wardrobe, overhead cabinets and room for a flat screen TV overhead. Notice the small monitor for the optional security camera system - which allows you to maximize your sleeping capacity with the optional bunks in the garage area - while keeping a close eye on your toys!

SPACIOUS SIDE-AISLE BATHROOM
Choose the 3950 CYCLONE fifth wheel for a roomy spacious side-aisle bath design featuring built-in, mirrored, linen closet storage; a large lav base with mirrored medicine cabinet; and solid, one-piece fiberglass shower with glass door enclosure.
CROSS-CONVERSATIONAL LIVING SPACE
The CYCLONE 4012 offers one of the largest living rooms ever achieved in a toy hauler, featuring a true cross-conversational design with great viewing angles of the large entertainment center with 32” LCD flat screen TV. Shown here is the standard Maple interior, featuring Amish-crafted hardwood doors and drawers; solid-surface counter tops; designer window valances with hard sides; night shades and over-sized windows for a great view of your surroundings.

STORAGE SPACE GALORE
Each CYCLONE toy hauler features loads of base and overhead cabinet space, with many models features additional storage space such as this overhead storage loft with flexible nylon netting to keep gear in place during travel. The optional counter top extension provides additional space for serving and preparing meals.
GREAT FEATURES MAKE THE CYCLONE A GREAT COACH!

A) Optional beverage cooler and optional washer/dryer combo - both great features to have, located in the garage area.

B) Standard flip-up table and chairs (3950 only), along with TV hook-ups.

C) Stainless steel storage rack with paper towel holder.

D) Standard washer / dryer prep

PARTY PACK U-SHAPED DINETTE
Comfortably seat 12 adults for the ultimate gathering of friends and family in CYCLONE'S optional U-shaped dinette lounge with removable tables.
**UNINHIBITED PASS-THRU EXTERIOR STORAGE**
Choose CYCLONE for superior engineering which results in larger, cleaner pass-through storage possibilities.

**BUILT-IN DIAMOND PLATE TOOLBOX**
Convenient location and sturdy construction keep your tools close at hand, organized and protected. *(Triple slide models only)*

**UNIVERSAL DOCKING CENTER**
CYCLONE features Heartland's famous UDC where all of the coaches system hook-ups have been engineered into one easy-to-access, lighted and concealed compartment.

**MOLDED REAR SPOILER**
Cyclone adds sleek style and aerodynamics with a one piece molded fiberglass rear spoiler featuring built-in LED marker lights and high intensity loading lights positioned for maximum visibility.
SPACIOUS INTERIORS
The CYCLONE LE package on the 3210 and 3795 toy haulers by Heartland RV is an Excellent Value. You’ll appreciate the hardwood cabinets with rich, durable furnishings that provide a truly residential look and feel. Incredible interior spaciousness with large U-Shaped dinettes provide room for the entire family plus a few friends. The optional entertainment system features a LCD flat-screen TV and Jenson JenX™ stereo system with multi-zone capabilities so that you can listen to rock music outside the coach while someone else watches a movie or listens to jazz inside the coach!

ROOM FOR EVERYONE
The CYCLONE 4012 toy hauler by Heartland RV features a unique triple slide floorplan with sleeping accommodations for up to twelve.

CYCLONE
BY HEARTLAND
BIG FEATURES, SMALL PACKAGE
Everything you come to expect from CYCLONE by Heartland RV.

Spacious interiors luxuriously appointed with hardwood cabinets and durable, designer furnishings. Full featured kitchen with abundant storage for all the tools and supplies to feed the entire family. Entertainment options featuring LCD TVs and multi-zone stereo system. Enormous garage with lighting, durable floor covering, built-in cabinet storage and overhead loft.

All engineered into a easily towable travel trailer configuration.
Air Mattress Sofa Beds!
With Built-In Storage!

LUXURIOUS INTERIORS!
Featuring Hardwood Cabinetry; U-Shaped Dinettes; available Solid-Surface Countertops; and Bedroom Slides!
**STANDARDS & OPTIONS**

**KITCHEN/INTERIOR**
- Raised Panel Hardwood Cabinetry
- Steel Ball-Bearing Drawer Guides
- Large Pantry (most models)
- Large Cabinet Storage/Countertops
- Hi-Rise Kitchen Faucet (most models)
- Detachable Sprayer Faucet (Triple Slides)
- Deep Kitchen Sink
- Microwave Oven
- Range Covers (most models)
- Cable TV/Satellite Hook-Ups in Living Room; Bedroom; Loft and Garage
- Custom Control Panel
- 15,000 BTU Air Conditioner
- Wired & Framed for 2nd A/C (N/A 3010TDS)
- Multi-Zone Entertainment System
  - JENSON™ JenX Amp; JenX Ceiling Speakers; JenX Marine Grade Exterior Speakers; JenX Sub-Woofer; DVD Player with Front A/V Jacks; MP3; MP4; iPod Station; Bass Control; Rear A/V Input; 3.5” LCD Display; Compatible Video & Sirius Satellite Radio
  - 32” Flat Screen TV (3912, 3950, 4012)
  - 27” Flat Screen TV (3210, 3795)
  - 19” Flip-Down Flat Screen TV (3010 Travel Trailer)
- Air Vent in Loft
- His/Hers Reading Lights in Loft
- Overhead Cabinets or Shelving Throughout
- Deluxe Hide-a-Bed Sofa w/Inflatable Air Mattress (most models)

**BATH & BED**
- Single Level Master Suite
- Neo-Angle Shower (1-Piece Fiberglass in Triple Slides)
- Separate Commode Room
- Foot Flush Porcelain Commode
- Heat and A/C Vents in Commode
- Queen Bed in Loft w/Shelving & TV Hookup
- Huge Front Wardrobe
- Recessed Front Cap Storage in Wardrobe
- Large Vanity Drawers
- Skylight Over Shower
- Power Bath Vent
- 6" Vanity Drawers (most models)
- Oversized Mirror (most models)
- Side Shower Lights
- Under-Frame Pull-Out Storage Bins (most models)
- Painted Placemats (where available)
- Power Electric Awning
- 2nd Power Electric Awning (3950 only)
- Solid Hardwood Cabinetry w/Cherry Stain
- Solid Surface Countertops
- Slide Awning Package
- High Gloss Fiberglass Exterior Sidewalls
- Countertop Extension (where available)
- Free Standing Dinette w/4 Chairs (where available)
- 12-Pack Dinette Booth (where available)
- Patio Sliding Door (3795 only)
- Fantastic Vent w/Rain Sensor (where available)
- Removable Edged Cargo Carpet
- Central Vacuum System
- Double Electric Queen Beds
- Rear Screen Enclosure
- 10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
- 5.5 KW Generator
- Security Camera with Monitor in Bedroom
- Washer/Dryer (where available)
- Electric Rear Jacks (N/A 3010TDS)
- Full Throttle Graphics Package
- Fold-Away Sink in Garage (some models)
- Upgrade Rear Conv. Sofa in Garage
- 15,000 BTU Air Conditioner Heat Pump with Solar Charger

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- Rear Fiberglass Upper Spoiler (N/A 3010TDS)
- Hydraulic Slide-Outs
- 16" Tires w/Aluminum Wheels
- One-Piece Walk-On Rubber Roof
- Welded Tubular Aluminum Construction
- Stunning Exterior Graphics
- 12”1-Beam Powder Coated Steel Frame
- Heated and Enclosed Underbelly
- Triple 6,000 lb. Axles w/Adjustable Shackles (N/A 3010TDS)
- E-Z Lube Hubs
- Large, Unobstructed Pass-Through Storage
- Built-In Diamond Plate Tool Box (most models)
- Universal Docking Center (All System Hook-Ups, Including Tank Pull Handles, Located In One, Convenient, Concealed Compartment)
- Patio Light Under Awning
- Elect. Front Stabilizer Jacks
- Easy Grip Steps
- Entry Assist Handle
- Static Line (w/Fuel Station)
- 80 Amp Power Converter
- 50 Amp Service with Detachable Cord
- Hi-Flow Water Pump
- 110 Gallon Fresh Water Tank - Plus 12 Gal. Water Heater (most models)
- Radius, Mirrored Safety Glass Windows
- Radius, 1” Thick Baggage Doors
- Rain Gutters w/Spouts
- Detachable Ladder
- Side Scare Lights
- Rear Flood Lights
- Exterior Hot/Cold Shower
- Dual 30 lb. LP Tanks
- Auto Transfer Switch
- Wide Body Design
- Huge 94” Wide Door Opening
- Enclosed Gooseneck
- Generator Prep with Fuel Station and Timer
- Under-frame, Pull-Out Storage Bins
- Rear Screen Enclosure
- 10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
- 5.5 KW Generator
- Security Camera with Monitor in Bedroom
- Washer/Dryer (where available)
- Electric Rear Jacks (N/A 3010TDS)
- Full Throttle Graphics Package
- Fold-Away Sink in Garage (some models)
- Upgrade Rear Conv. Sofa in Garage
- 15,000 BTU Air Conditioner Heat Pump with Solar Charger
ACHIEVE AN 88° TURN!
IN A SHORT-BED, EXTENDED CAB TRUCK
ONLY IN A HEARTLAND!

88° TYPICAL TURNING RADIUS ON SHORT-BED EXTENDED CAB TRUCKS
GREAT FOR IN-TOWN DRIVING AND BACKING INTO CAMPSITES

PATENTED!!
DON'T ACCEPT ANY IMITATIONS - IF YOU CAN'T TURN 88° IT'S NOT A HEARTLAND!

2” THICK SIDEWALLS!
Double Welded, Fully Laminated Sidewall Construction

HEARTLAND 5th Wheel Construction has been subjected to rigid testing in the famous DOMETIC™ extreme temperature testing chamber where it passed with flying colors! The chamber is set to 0° to test the unit's heating efficiency, followed by being set at 100° to test its cooling efficiency. With our thick 2” laminated walls, enclosed and heated underbelly; and insulated floor - the interior of the Heartland coach remained warm and comfy during the sub-freezing test and nice and cool during the heat test!

For more details, visit our web site: www.HEARTLANDRVS.com

ZERO° TESTED!
Heartland 5th Wheel Construction has been subjected to rigid testing in the famous DOMETIC™ extreme temperature testing chamber where it passed with flying colors! The chamber is set to 0° to test the unit's heating efficiency, followed by being set at 100° to test its cooling efficiency. With our thick 2” laminated walls, enclosed and heated underbelly; and insulated floor - the interior of the Heartland coach remained warm and comfy during the sub-freezing test and nice and cool during the heat test!

Just an 1/8” thick foam cup protects your hand from scalding hot coffee... imagine what nearly 2” of block foam does for your Laminated Heartland Sidewall!

Yet another CYCLONE smart design - the air-mattress hide-a-bed sofa offers the ultimate in comfort, as well as a deep drawer that is perfect for storing throw blankets and other items.
Maximize Your RV Experience...
Share Good Times!

Meet New Friends!

By Joining the

www.heartlandowners.org

HEARTLAND PROUDLY PARTNERS WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALITY VENDORS in manufacturing our recreational vehicles:

HEARTLAND CUSTOMER SERVICE
WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK!

One of the top reasons that Heartland Recreational Vehicles has become the third largest manufacturer of fifth wheels in the world in just four years is because of our commitment to customer service after the sale. With more than 40 men and women located in a dedicated facility servicing our customers and our dealers every day, Heartland remains steadfast in our commitment to deal with any and all service issues and get our customers back on the road as soon as possible. With a dealer network now approaching 400 locations across the U.S. and Canada, you are never very far from an authorized Heartland dealer. New this year, Heartland is excited to announce that we have made a significant investment in an electronic integrated information system that will greatly enhance our ability to ship the correct parts on time, as well as quickly and efficiently administer warranty claims and vendor support issues.

Experience Virtual Tours and Product Walk-Through Videos at our Informative Web Site:

www.HEARTLANDRVS.com

Product information is as accurate as possible as of the date of publication of this brochure. Due to Heartland’s commitment to continuous product improvement - floorplans, materials, components, features, specifications, options, etc. are subject to change without notice or obligation to Heartland Recreational Vehicles.

Tow Vehicle Caution: Owners of Heartland recreational vehicles are solely responsible for the selection and proper use of tow vehicles. All customers should consult with a motor vehicle manufacturer or their dealer concerning the purchase and use of suitable tow vehicles for Heartland products. Heartland disclaims any liability or damages suffered as a result of the selection, operation, use or misuse of a tow vehicle. Heartland’s limited warranty does not cover damage to the recreational vehicle or the tow vehicle as a result of the selection of the tow vehicle.

See your nearest Heartland dealer to review a current model.
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